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Ed Sanders -- "The culture of the Lower East Side—with its very affordable, rent controlled
apartments—and the general affordability of the larger culture opened up great vistas of
possibility. I realized that the Nation’s future was “up for grabs,” as if some Deity had tossed a
cultural basketball up for many millions to seize and dribble toward their home hoop. Hence my
adoption of the phrase “Total Assault on the Culture,” inspired by William Burroughs. The daily
flow of news affected our art, and I have tried to bring some of the details of the broader political
reality into the tapestry of recollection. Some could isolate themselves from it, but the news of
the war in Southeast Asia, for instance, was an incessant drum beat jarring our concentration on
Beauty and Creativity, beginning around the fall of 1963 and lasting through the decade and
beyond."

John Sinclair -- Our program is Cultural Revolution through a total assault on the culture, which
makes us use every tool, every energy and any media we can get our collective hands on. We
take our program with us everywhere we go and use any means necessary to expose people to
it. (1968)

Jeff A. Hale, from The White Panthers' Total Assault On The Culture

National events, such as the expansion and convergence of the New Left, Black Power,
anti-war, and counterculture revolts into a single "Movement" for radical social change, also
played a role in the increasing politicization of Trans-Love Energies. By virtue of their national
underground newspaper connections, as well as their extensive touring with the MC-5, Sinclair
and his cadre were better informed than more isolated counterculture groups about the
Movement's increasing resistance to the establishment. Detroit's Fifth Estate, along with the Ann
Arbor-based TLE papers Sun and Argus, gave extensive coverage to Black Panther shoot-outs
with police, campus revolts, and the increasing numbers of street battles between police and
"freeks" which were happening across the country. The importance of this process cannot be
overstated, as members of Detroit's hip community would now begin relating the events in their
lives (such as drug usage/acceptance, alternative institution building, and deteriorating police
relations) with similar developments in other hip communities across the U.S. The national
"underground" media network, a first-of-its-kind phenomenon, would become a catalyst for the
future merging of radical movements.



Sinclair came away from the Chicago debacle convinced of two things. First, the police
responded vastly out of proportion to any real threat posed by the gathering of "freeks," New
Leftists, anti-war activists, Black Power supporters, and others. For Sinclair, this meant that the
Movement -- including the counterculture -- would have to get politically organized for self-
defense purposes or face repression by law enforcement agencies. Secondly, after experiencing
the Yippies' less than prolific organizational skills, Sinclair became convinced that Trans-Love
Energies possessed the requisite organization, experience, and popular following to present a
viable model for politicizing the youth culture on a national scale. The creation of the "White
Panther Party" as the political wing of TLE, formally announced on November 1, 1968,
represented the culmination of these "lessons."

Jim Leftwich
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Also, in 2006, we borrowed a copy of a poetry journal that Roth made for a show at the museum
called "Eye on Europe." The pages of the journal were clear plastic envelopes on which text was
printed, and these pages were filled with a combination of vanilla pudding and minced mutton,
and the smell of the thing was so terrible that we essentially had to isolate it in its vitrine. So
there are certainly things that do have tremendously stinky afterlives—there's just no way
around it—though once you get them under Plexiglas you can't really smell it. --Sarah Suzuki
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De Villo Sloan
"Fluxus – with its emphasis on materiality, chance operations and minimalism – can be
mechanistic, non-expressive and even sterile. (Although a look at lesser-known publications by
Dick Higgins’ Something Else Press shows that the Old Fluxus was far more eclectic than
current institutional assessments admit.) The same non-emo impulse appears later in Langpo
and now Conceptual Writing with its “against expression” dictum. Moan Lisa employs many of
the strategies used by these group but stands, from our view, apart from them. There is a desire
to communicate human, subjective experience without repression, filters or method."
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